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Special Guest: 

     Kate Guenther 
Wildlife Center’s Certified Backyard Habitat 

 

Thursday, August 14, 2014 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Garden Tour!! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhJlHVJbWgI&feature=youtu.be 
 
Comment From Barbb in NJ  
In my seat and all set to listen. Hi Kate! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
ding ding ding...ready for Kate 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Greetings Critter Nation! I’m Kate and I am one of the front desk coordinators at the Center, but today I 
have my Master Naturalist hat on. Thanks for joining and watching today! 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
OH THAT was so fun!!!! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Very awesome tour and signs 
 
Comment From Amie in Colorado  
That was wonderful. Thanks for sharing. 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon  
Great tour. 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Hi Kate the Master Naturalist! 
 
Comment From David in VA.  
Hi Kate, Great job on the video... 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhJlHVJbWgI&feature=youtu.be
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Kate Guenther:  
Awwww, thanks everybody. You're great, so nice like everyone says... 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
AA..Can you provide the link in a regular format? Thank u 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Yep, the regular link is here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhJlHVJbWgI&feature=youtu.be 
and remember, you can always just go right to the YouTube channel to find it! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
Hi Kate-great tour and info 
 
Comment From Candice VaBch  
Hi Kate. Thanks for the tour 
 
Comment From Barbb in NJ  
Loved the tour. Very inspiring! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Over the course of the past year, the Headwaters Master Naturalists have renovated the front of the 
WCV facility to be a more wildlife-friendly and educational venue for the public. I hope you all get to see 
it in person some day! 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
Well, the front area is beautiful. And very inspiring. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Yesterday, Jackie did a great job conveying why native plants benefit wildlife more than exotic species. 
Today, I'll answer questions about the choices we made here at our site. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Let's start with seeing what the WCV looked like before we started! 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhJlHVJbWgI&feature=youtu.be
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

 
  

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Wow. That is ... ugly. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

 
  
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
I remember that--all the good stuff on the inside and not the outside 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
well it was definitely different! 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
not ugly Amanda...just functional... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Ummm ... I think it's okay to say that the old falling down sign was not pretty!! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
I am so excited about all I am learning! I just got my yard certified as a wildlife habitat because of all I 
have learned this week and realized it probably qualified. I am so excited. My sign is on the way 
 

Kate Guenther:  
That is so fantastic! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
In this project we removed an invasive, non-native shrub, leatherleaf mahonia and put in native plants.  
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Kate Guenther:  
Tell me some reasons why native plants are better for wildlife...QUIZ TIME! 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
wildlife are attracted to native plants for food 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Native plants support the wild species and their adaptations and unique needs in their local native 
environment 
 

Kate Guenther:  
wow, yeah! 
 
Comment From David in VA.  
Non Native plants can smother out Native plants and take over a large area 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Many insects and birds have finely tuned nutritional requirements that non-native plants don't 
meet...and they need plants to be in synchronicity with their reproductive cycles, which non-native 
plants often aren't. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
like that answer! 
 
Comment From BarbG  
will attract native wildlife 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Native plants co-evolved with our native animals, making them a hand-in-glove biological match for 
their needs. Non-natives are often not as nutritious. 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Non native plants can actually reduce the native wildlife populations--as they seek what they need 
elsewhere--or fail to thrive 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Yes, good! 
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Kate Guenther:  
Checks and balances operate within native plant ecosystems so that no one plant dominates. Often non-
natives do dominate and throw off the important balance. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Also, nesting sites in non-natives can be more prone to predation due to different branching patterns or 
lack of thorns that allows predators access to nests. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
It can take decades to fully understand a non-native’s invasive potential: Autumn olive, bicolor 
lespedeza and multiflora rose were all introduced precisely to be beneficial for wildlife, but it sure didn’t 
turn out that way. 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Hope they fixed what looks like a major rain gutter failure, too, Kate! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Paula, we couldn't fix the gutters much, but we could manage the water. We'll talk about that. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
A great resource for learning more about native plants in Virginia is at the Native Plant Society 
http://www.vnps.org/ 
 

Kate Guenther:  
QUIZ AGAIN- Who can name some of the worst non-native, invasive plants here in VA? 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Bittersweet! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
yes the oriental bittersweet. There is a good bittersweet that is native. 
 
Comment From PaulaR  

Elaeagnus (autumn olive) 

http://www.vnps.org/
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Kate Guenther:  
You bet! But it does at least have some bird-friendly berries... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Kudzu! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Kudzoo? Or however you spell it? 
 
Comment From judyVA  
Kudzu 
 

Kate Guenther:  
yeah, the grand smotherer... 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
It's all over here...I think it grows everywhere! 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Japanese knotweed 
 

Kate Guenther:  
This one is bad, some knotweeds are native and beneficial. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
A few of Virginia’s REALLY bad non-native, invasive plants are Tree-of-Heaven, Garlic Mustard, Tall 
Fescue, Winged Burning Bush, and Nepalese Browtop. We’ll post a list at 
http://wildlifecenter.org/backyard 
 
Comment From judyVA  
Fescue is very bad for native quail. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
True, dat! 
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Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Yep--I learned about Kudzu from JJ. He calls it evil weed 
 

Kate Guenther:  
I want to talk briefly about nest boxes and the signs we put in. I saw some of the great pictures of your 
boxes at home and other good nesting habitat... 
 

Comment From Jakermo ❤ ( *)>  
I loved to see the nest boxes and all the other things we can do in our yards. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Instead of functioning nest boxes, we created demonstration nest boxes with a plexiglass viewing wall 
so visitors can see what to put inside the box.  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

 
  

Kate Guenther:  
We hung the boxes at optimal viewing height instead of the real height the box should be hung for 
animals. We hung demo boxes for owls, squirrels, bats, songbirds. We hung a few “real” boxes, too, to 
meet the certification requirements. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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Comment From PaulaR  
Great idea! 
 
Comment From ShenValleyJewelʕ•ᴥ•ʔ  
They look great! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
QUIZ- ( You didn't know this would be so HARD. did you!) Name one mammal or bird that might use a 
nest box. 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Tree swallow 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Owls, bats, 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Yep 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
Raccoon 
 
Comment From PaulaR  
Flying squirrel 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Yep 
 
Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Gray Squirrel! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Yep 
 
Comment From judyVA  
Bluebirds 
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Kate Guenther:  
Yep 
 
Comment From wren of NVA  
toad 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Maaaayyyyybe 
 
Comment From Guest  
Duck 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
The boxes are so cool. Kate are there instructions on how to build the boxes - if you are crafty? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
We are still working on the on-line written instruction for building the 10 species we are highlighting 
that will use a manmade nest box. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  

But there is an address! http://wildlifecenter.org/nestbox 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Hey--tree swallows were right too--they were in my nest box this Spring--LOL 
 
Comment From wren of NVA  
We had a toad that hung out in a nest box. Really 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Experience is always the best teacher! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
We'll publish those in the nest week or so on the website. 
 

http://wildlifecenter.org/nestbox
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Kate Guenther:  
With the signs, our goal was to show the top ways that the public can help wildlife. The top three 
teaching points you have often heard about from WCV are: 
 

Kate Guenther:  
1) Manage and reduce outdoor predator pets, especially cats, which kill billions of birds and mammals 
yearly  
 

Kate Guenther:  
2) Reduce litter which draws wildlife to roadways where they get hit by cars and other trash like fishing 
line that entraps animals  
 

Kate Guenther:  
3) Consult with a rehabilitator before removing a wild animal from their wild environment- especially 
infants. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

 
  
 
Comment From katiesmom  
Love the new signs! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
I remember when Sandy and Jewel tried to fix that sign up a little bit--with what they had to work with 
at the time--that was a few years ago 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Oooh, let's take a closer look at the sign on the left ... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 

Kate Guenther:  
This is Jewel Hertzler, one of your own CN celebs, who did the original artwork shown above. She also, 
as you can see, braved the snow to work on this project. GO JEWEL!!! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Woohoo! 
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Comment From PaulaR  
Great signs! Love the 'possum as the spokescritter about littering, too, since they're so often victims... 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
(Yep, the first thing I had to do in my yard was remove/discourage and STOP feeding feral cats--AA 
taught me that one). Now I do not see them anymore and the wildlife and birds and bunny nests and 
toads thrive 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Yay for Jewel!!! 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
I remember that day! It was interesting working on the project in the snow! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
36 people were involved in this whole project. Wildlife Center volunteers that you may know who 
helped are Jewel Hertzler, Angel Cooper, Jeff Shifflett and Bill Sykes.  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

 
  

Kate Guenther:  
Here's Angel on fish donation day when we added them into the pond. Let's talk pond now. a bunch of 
you know way more about them than I do. I'm a newbie! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Are those fish native? LOL 
 
Comment From judyVA  
Goldfish? I didn't think they were native to VA 
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Kate Guenther:  
Paul Bugas, from the Dept. Game and Inland Fisheries, said he’d get native fish if we want them, 
probably a mosquito fish from a local river. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
But right now, we are just making sure we have the ecosystem balanced and correct to keep the 
(supposedly bulletproof) goldfish alive. So far, so good.  
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
Oh--native fish would be so cool! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
We'll see... 
 
Comment From judyVA  
... I have goldfish in my pond, also. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Adding a water source to your yard is the single biggest wildlife improvement you can do. Animals and 
birds can find food spread through the land, but they often have to travel much further for water. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
That means crossing roads. And we know what that means. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
We rarely see the fish. They have plants and a submerged an terra cotta pipe for them to hide in. The 
pond is over 20 inches deep, so the fish will survive the winter under a thick layer of ice on top. 
 
Comment From judyVA  
I'd love to get native fish from our local stream, but decided it went against wildlife policy. lol. 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
Kate...what is your avatar? Looks like some kind of critter being fed...can't enlarge to see. 
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Kate Guenther:  
Beaver! Engineering a fine ecosystem! 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
I have comets and shabunkins in my pond..not exactly native..but the toads and birds love the pond, so 
all is good 
 
Comment From MH in SC  
You could catch a carp or catfish too maybe 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson  
We could never have fish in a pond. Too many ospreys & herons or high tide - fish swim into Chesapeake 
Bay! 
 

 Kate Guenther:  
That's where the hidey tube comes in...It totally protects them, the smart ones, that is... 
 
Comment From katiesmom  
It was so neat that a few days after the pond was filled with water - the critters started to check it out 
and move in. 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥  
And, the other thing is heating the water in the winter so there is also a winter water source (birdbath 
heaters, pond heaters to keep from freezing) 
 

Kate Guenther:  
can do that, but dissolved oxygen levels change in cold water and fish metabolism changes too, so they 
may survive even with no holes... 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
I chopped down autumn olive that was all along my fence when i moved in...Unfortunately, I haven't 
found a native plant to replace its berries. Do you have suggestions? (I tried winterberry/ilex verticillata 
but I can't get mine to fruit) 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Thanks, I’ve got one viburnum that the birds brought...I’ll look for some more. 
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Kate Guenther:  
The fish eat the detritus (dead plant material decomposed by bacteria and fungi) and they eat eggs or 
larvae of mosquitoes, dragonflies or other aquatic insects. If in proper balance, the pond should supply 
the fish with the food they need without us feeding them. Like any ecosystem, this pond has a carrying 
capacity— a limit to the number of animals the system can provide food for.  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 

Kate Guenther:  
We have had one problem develop: filamentous algae that create mats of stringy algae that look like 
wet wool. You recently heard about a Lake Erie algae that produced toxins in the water.  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 
Comment From MH in SC   
AA...why do some of the pictures enlarge, but others do not when you post here? 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
We're dealing with photos from different sources -- some ended up being a bit small! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Other algae are harmless. Some, like filamentous algae can cause trouble and interfere with oxygen 
levels of the water, I believe. I’ve heard that snapping turtles eat some filamentous algae. Other sources 
say there is little to no wildlife food value. 
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Kate Guenther:  
Here’s a great site for reading up on marsh plants and algae: http://aquaplant.tamu.edu/plant-
identification/alphabetical-index/planktonic-algae/ 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
AND ... as Angel noted ... some new little friends moved in after the pond was up! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 
Comment From PaulaR   
awwww! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 

http://aquaplant.tamu.edu/plant-identification/alphabetical-index/planktonic-algae/
http://aquaplant.tamu.edu/plant-identification/alphabetical-index/planktonic-algae/
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
And my FAVORITE little dude: 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 
Comment From PaulaR   
How cool! 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Can you see him in this photo? 
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Comment From ShenValleyJewel   
Hi Kate and Amanda! Just got home and watched part of the video. It all looks so good! We have that 
invasive tree of heaven behind our property; my husband is always chopping away at it. Do you know 
how to get rid of it? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
The answer is a strategic use of glysophate. Dept. of Forestry has a guide to how to kill Tree-of-Heaven 
using a hack and squirt method of creating hatchet chops in the tree without girdling it and applying a 
super strength glysophate right into the cambium layer of the tree trunk. Then it circulates and kills the 
tree. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
Where's the frog? 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
There was even a bear taking a drink from the pond shortly after the water went in - so all sorts of 
wildlife have noticed the pond. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Scared poor Doc Kristin at 11 pm at night! 
 
Comment From BarbG   
He looks prehistoric 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Geez, blends right in with the stoneware.....wow 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
You probably don't want snapping turtles in that little pond...they're top of the line predators... 
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Kate Guenther:  
We hooked our rain barrels up to irrigation hoses that water the garden. Also we can refill the pond with 
the roof run-off since we cannot use chlorinated water from the building as It hurts the fish and frogs. 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
He's on the top of the stoneware piece at the corner 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Oh there he is on top of the rain barrel... 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Now onto my project passion... 
 

Kate Guenther:  
I love learning about what plants wildlife eat throughout the year. I love foraging for wild food for 
myself, and also for the patients here at the center. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
QUIZ TIME: Name one plant in your back yard and an animal you have SEEN eating it. 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Tomato...woodchuck 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
Dandelions - bunnies 
 
Comment From BarbG   
Bunnies eat my day lily plants 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Acuba...woodchuck 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Hosta....deer 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥   
Trumpet vine--hummers and bees eating the nectar. Also pentas and nicotiana--same thing 
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Comment From PaulaR   
Daylilies 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
Deer eat LOTS of things out there 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Day lilies/bunnies...tomato and pear tree....squirrels 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Our chickens LOVE tomatoes. 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Daylilies....deer 
 
Comment From judyVA   
Deer eat omg everything! 
 
Comment From Shannon   
American Beauty Berry - Birds love the berries. 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Mountain laurel (!) ...deer 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Cookie bush. Me. 
 
Comment From judyVA   
Birds on Pokeberry 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Boo. Who let you on? [A: I think that was meant for me.] 
 
Comment From Barbb in NJ   
Hostas...deer 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Okay...lots of human veggies and what about wild foods... 
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Kate Guenther:  
In our raised bed we are growing a few wild crops for some of the patients. This demonstrates to the 
public a few foods that wildlife eat. Frankly, we are growing many common, but non-native foods.  
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Pokeberries...catbirds and mockingbirds and robins 
 
Comment From judyVA   
Goldfinch on tickseed. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Like dandelion, lambsquarter, plantain. You’ll recognize those as weeds. We are harvesting those weeds 
as greens before they go to seed. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
We’re also growing native ground cherries, which box turtles love and violets, which wild turkeys love. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

  
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

 
  

Kate Guenther:  
What interest me is how pokeberries are poisonous to people, but not many kinds of wildlife... 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

 
  
Comment From PaulaR   
Dogwood fruit...cardinals 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Box turtles love raspberries/blackberries, too 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Stress is a major complicating factor in the treatment of the animals that come to WCV. Imagine being 
really sick and someone dropping you off in the middle of Beijing on a street corner—odd smells, sights, 
and sounds. Plus you are sick and hurting. On top of that, the food is really weird to you. How do you 
think you’d do? 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
I would be really sick and then be hungry if I didn't know what to eat - or the food was strange. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
:-) 
 
Comment From wren of NVA   
How far north does kudzu grow? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
I've seen it east in the Piedmont...of VA. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Not well. But if you brought me cookies from home ... 
 

Kate Guenther:  
But, you'd still be sick... 
 
Comment From judyVA   
Not well at all!! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Same here with the patients. If we can offer them some typical wild foods—“comfort foods”— maybe 
that helps a little bit.  
 

Kate Guenther:  
Maybe that little bit of stress reduction helps them survive their time in captivity. Like this guy eating 
chickweed... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  

 
  

Kate Guenther:  
This is our project poster child. 
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Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
So. Cute. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
So if you ever feel like foraging for wild food to bring to the WCV or your local rehabber, easy things to 
start with are acorns and walnuts and hickory nuts. Or dandelions you weed out of your garden, or 
common plantain. 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Hi baby! I’ve got lots of chickweed and chenopodium you can help yourself to! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Num-num-num! 
 
Comment From ShenValleyJewelʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   
What part of the dandelion? Flower, greens? 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO   
What about Trumpet Vine? It went crazy in my yard, before I could get rid of it in front of the house. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Trumpet vine can cause some dermatitis in some folks, so NOT a good eats. The hummers like the 
nectar, but that's about it... 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Did you know you can make a chickweed pesto for yourself, too? 
 
Comment From ShenValleyJewelʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   
I'm thinking I should have a weedy yard instead of grass! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
You would if you were me!!! 
 
Comment From judyVA   
Hi Honey, what's for dinner? Chickweed. 
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Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥   
The cold cycle I have going is--black oil sunflower seeds in the feeders, which get cracked and fall to the 
ground and then sprout. bunnies come in and eat all the sprouts 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO   
Thank you Kate. 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥   
(PS Kudzu grows in south PA. JJ found it at my house several years ago and told me it was evil weed. we 
pulled it all out) 
 
Comment From Lydia, PA ♥ʕ•ᴥ•ʔ ♥   
Darn it! I have a 1 Pm meeting. I love this session, so will read back. Thank you Kate. well done Master 
Naturalist! Great project you led! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Lastly-If you are really getting serious about wanting to help the natural world, you might check out the 
Master Naturalist program in Virginia or see if your state has one. I know Texas, Florida and Minnesota 
do.  
 

Kate Guenther:  
Master Naturalists are volunteer educators, citizen scientists, and stewards helping conserve and 
manage natural resources and public lands. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Check it out and get involved! http://www.virginiamasternaturalist.org/ 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Another retirement project for me, Kate! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Thank you all so much! I 've so enjoyed getting to visit the Critter Nation today. You guys are so smart 
and you rock the wild kingdom! Thank you for being so nice to me! 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
I am going to work on getting my certification for my yard - that would be a really cool sign to have in 
the yard - 
 

http://www.virginiamasternaturalist.org/
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Kate Guenther:  
Yay! 
 
Comment From judyVA   
We had some dead maple trees cut and left 15 feet of stump. Downy woodpeckers move in the 
following year. Yeah! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Cool! 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Fantastic! i volunteer at Audubon Naturalist Society in Chevy Chase and we're alwsys getting questions 
about nest boxes...i'd love to point people to the WCV site. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Check out www.nestboxbuilder.com , www.nestwatch.org,  http://wildlifecenter.org/nestbox 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
We have learned that a pond should have 70% plant cover of the water surface which helps the pond 
water to stay cool and healthy. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
yes, maám. 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO   
Sunflowers in my front yard now, think they will reseed for next year. Birds love them as do the s---------
s! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Smarmy marmots? 
 
Comment From judyVA   
Great job, Ms. Master Naturalist Kate. Thank You 
 
Comment From BarbG   
Thanks Kate for all the great info 
 

http://www.nestboxbuilder.com/
http://www.nestwatch.org/
http://wildlifecenter.org/nestbox
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Kate Guenther:  
I'll be glad for a few more questions or comments, but I know you have to get back to work... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Or back to their yards, now ... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV  
  
Comment From tinksmom/MO   
Thank you Kate! 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Angel, i bet your yard is ready for certification right now! 
 
Comment From Candice VaBch   
Loved the class. So much good info. Thanks Kate 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Thank you Kate, very informative. :) 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
&educational 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
That plus knowing that I am doing my part in my yard for wildlife!!!! 
 
Comment From ShenValleyJewelʕ•ᴥ•ʔ   
Thanks Kate! I want to check in to getting wildlife certification of my backyard. I think I have all the 
components. 
 
Comment From judyVA   
I am also going for my backyard certification. 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon   
Thank you Kate. I learned a lot. 
 
Comment From Carol in Oregon   
PS The Beaver is Oregon's state animal. Good choice for an avatar. 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
This is so cool - thanks Kate and thanks for asking me to be a part of the project! 
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Kate Guenther:  
You've been a tremendous help! 
 
Comment From CarolinaGirl   
Would collected rain water be better to fill a pond than city water along with the bucket of pond/stream 
water? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Just make sure that the city water you have is the type of chlorine that will evaporate if left standing a 
few days-- some city chlorination DO NOT evaporate. Call your city works and talk to someone in the 
water treatment to find out. Ours DOES evaporate. So I fill up the rain barrel with city water, let it sit 3 
days, then put it in the pond. 
 
Comment From Cathy in Poquoson   
Thank you Kate for the good info. My husband is a Master Naturalist and volunteers at the Virginia 
Living Museum - WCV is too far! 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Anything tastes good with garlic and olive oil...but...how do you make chickweed pesto, Kate? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Yep, same way as basil pesto. Food process up the chickwee, add olive oil and garlic! But first, buy a 
plant identification guide and learn how to use it. Never eat any wild food that you are not 100% certain 
of the ID. If someone handed you a banana and told you it was an apple, nothing they said could 
convince you it was an apple, right? THAT is how sure of your identification you need to be before eating 
wild foods. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
I sense a Kate's Wild Cooking Class coming up ... 
 
Comment From wren of NVA   
Don't know how to ask this but how can we prevent outside cats from our yards? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Fencing with a strand of electric at the top. Not killer electric, just uncomfortable electric. 
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Comment From Barbb in NJ   
Thank you for a great session. The nest boxes seemed like a good project fit for me so I need to get 
busy! 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
All of the rain water that comes off the back of the house get's strained then goes into our back yard 
pond. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Nice! 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
what about native plants that become invasive, like poison ivy or poke? i know the birds love the seeds 
of both of these, but omg they're taking over my property... 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Okay... sometimes wild plants DO grow in large stands. That is part of their normal behavior just like 
some fields have lots of deer. The carrying capacity concept applies to plants as well as animals. Poison 
ivy and pokeweed are two very friendly wildlife habitat plants.. I leave poke in my yard, but I do try to 
remove the PI, physically by the roots, wearing lots of protective gear. Also, invest in the product IVY 
BLOCK cream before you do the work... 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
You would also want to make sure that no pesticides have been put on it as well, would that be right,  
Kate? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Excellent point! Organic chickweed only! 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Where did you get your rain barrels? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
We got ours from www.Overstock.com. 
 
Comment From BarbG   
Cooking class would be great 
 

http://www.overstock.com/
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Kate Guenther:  
I would LOVE to do that. Over a fire, with wild foods like milkweed, cattails, lambsquarters... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Oh boy ... 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Maybe this should be an auction item ... 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Oh, great idea, Amanda! First forage, then cook/prepare! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
YES! 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Did you say cookie class? 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Dave, you and Amanda think alike. No offence. 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Oh and sorry, hello Kate! 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Thank you! 
 
Comment From katiesmom   
Tee Hee Hee 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
You made an interesting point about the pokeweed, though, Kate...just because animals can eat 
something, it's no guarantee that it's o.k. for people to eat...thinking mushrooms in particular, but also 
all kinds of berries. 
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Kate Guenther:  
Truly, wild foraging is something to work with VERY carefully. I've been working with this for year's and 
still follow strict discipline about ANY new foods. But there are good ways to learn this topic and it has 
helped me immeasurably as I learn about what animals eat, too. Probably anyone could start safely with 
acorns... 
 
Comment From Deb in PA   
Hi Kate, just got done scrolling back. We had our yard certified several years ago and since then have 
become an Audubon Site. We can't believe how much enjoyment we have out of watching the birds, 
butterflies and wildlife in our yard! 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Congratulations...we're catching up to your lead! 
 
Comment From tinksmom/MO   
My neighbor built a watering system for his garden (rain water) 3-55 gal barrels piped together with a 
spigot at the bottom for watering hose. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Nice! The trick is to get the barrels high enough to gravity-feed the hoses. 
 

Amanda Nicholson, WCV :  
Thanks so much everyone, for tuning in -- and thank you Kate, for coming to chat with us! And especially 
to you and allllll the 30-some people who worked so hard on this project.  
 
If ya'll haven't watched the video yet ... check it out! It gives a great tour of the whole places and shows 
off some of the features for our certified wildlife habitat. 
 

Kate Guenther:  
Well, thanks again folks. Really enjoyed being with you! Signing off! 
 
Comment From David in VA.   
Don't be a stranger Kate. 
 
Comment From PaulaR   
Bye, Kate, thank you so much for the great class...and the great project! 
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Comment From katiesmom   
Bye Kate! 
 
Comment From Seahawk Nadine-U.P.,WA   
Thank you Kate for all the information. I am going to try and find some more info on natural plants in my 
area that will help feed some critters. Great job!!! 
 
Comment From Dave in Missouri   
Thanks Kate, I will scroll back later! 
 
Comment From MH in SC   
Great class Kate...thank you for educating us. 
 


